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Abstract 

Problem: Hypothermia is defined as a core body temperature of less than 96.8 °F. The 

prevalence of perioperative hypothermia has been reported to be in the range of 50% -90% of 

patients undergoing surgical procedures. In a community-based hospital, the quality benchmark 

for perioperative temperature monitoring and management is 98%. Currently, compliance for 

perioperative temperature monitoring and management is only 64% presenting an opportunity to 

improve perioperative hypothermia management. 

Purpose: The purpose of this performance improvement project was to implement evidence-

based warming bundle interventions to prevent intraoperative and postoperative hypothermia on 

a patient undergoing elective surgery receiving general and/or regional anesthesia in a 

community-based hospital.       

Methods: The setting for this performance improvement project was perioperative area of a 

community-based hospital. The target population included anesthesia providers and perioperative 

nurses. The use of warming interventions provided by these professional was considered for 

adult patients over the age of 18 years and undergoing elective surgery under general and/or 

regional anesthesia for more than 60 minutes. Anesthesia providers provided forced-air warming 

blankets, warm blankets, and humidifier filter when intubated to eligible patients. Further, 

eligible patients were administered warmed intravenous fluids. Assessment of compliance of 

using warming bundle intervention by anesthesia providers was based on completion of a self-

reported data collection sheet.   

Results: A total of 245 data collection sheets were collected from September-November 2020. 

Seventy- seven percent (188/245) utilized the warming bundle intervention, 9% (23/245) used 

only forced-air warming devices, and 14% (34/245) utilized passive warming. Among warming 
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bundle intervention, in 91% (172/188) of cases, forced air warming blanket along with passive 

warming methods were used and 9% (16/188) utilized warming bundle intervention along with 

warm intravenous fluids. Thus, the compliance with the warming bundle intervention by the 

anesthesia providers was 77%. Further, the patients treated with warming intervention 

maintained the intraoperative and postoperative temperature ≥ 97 °F. 

Conclusions: The warming bundle intervention is successful in preventing intraoperative and 

postoperative hypothermia in a patient undergoing elective surgery under general and/or regional 

anesthesia at the community-based hospital. Hospital compliance for perioperative temperature 

monitoring and management was also increased by using warming interventions.  
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Introduction 

Perioperative hypothermia is defined as a core body temperature of less than 96.8 °F 

(McSwain et al., 2015). The prevalence of intraoperative and postoperative hypothermia remains 

high despite the availability of different warming devices and methods and has been reported to 

be at the range of 50% -90% in patients who are undergoing surgical procedures (Moola & 

Lockwood, 2011). Alfonsi et al. (2019) reported that the prevalence of hypothermia on the 

arrival to the recovery room is around 53% of patients who received general anesthesia.  

Inadvertent perioperative hypothermia is a common but preventable complication, which 

is associated with poor outcomes for patients. Patients < 2 and > 60 years of age, patients with 

poor nutrition and with preexisting diseases, and those who are undergoing major or prolonged 

surgery are at increased risk for perioperative hypothermia (Torossian et al., 2015). Yi et al 

(2018) found that there is an increase in intraoperative blood loss in the patient that received 

passive warming and Sun et al. (2015) found that when the patient temperature is below 95.9 ° F, 

it significantly increases the relative risk for transfusion by approximately 22%. In addition, 

hypothermia increases the risk of an increase in surgical site infection by 3% and morbid cardiac 

events (ischemia, arrhythmias, etc.) by 2.4 % (National Institute for Health and Clinical 

Excellence [NICE], 2016). Furthermore, hypothermia causes prolonged drug metabolism (Zhou 

et al., 2011) leading to increase in total length of hospital stays (NICE, 2016).  

In the community hospital, the quality benchmark for perioperative temperature 

monitoring and management is 98%. The recent quarterly quality data showed that the current 

compliance with this quality initiative was only at 64%. Therefore, there was an opportunity to 

improve in this practice change. 
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The purpose of this quality improvement (QI) project was to implement the evidence 

based warming bundle interventions to prevent intraoperative and postoperative hypothermia on 

patient undergoing elective surgery receiving general and/or regional anesthesia in a community-

based hospital.       

 

Evidence Review 

This evidence review will provide a synthesis of the articles that support warming bundle 

interventions used to prevent intraoperative and post-operative hypothermia. The reviews include 

studies that support the individual interventions followed by evidence of the bundle approach to 

prevent inadvertent perioperative hypothermia. 

Two systematic reviews which included more than 1900 subjects concluded that active 

warming with forced-air warming (FAW) device was effective in preventing intraoperative and 

post-operative hypothermia (Nieh et al., 2016 & Shaw et al., 2017). The forced air warming 

device had been found to be effective in preventing perioperative hypothermia in patients 

undergoing both general and/or regional anesthesia. Sun et al. in 2015 conducted a retrospective 

data study from 2005-2013 on more than 140,000 records for patients who underwent non-

cardiac surgery and found that despite the use of active warming device, the patient undergoes 

perioperative hypothermia for first hour of induction of anesthesia. 

A systematic review conducted by Campbell et al. (2015), which included 1150 

participants concluded that when warm intravenous fluids (42 ° C) are used, the patients remain 

significantly warmer. But they also commented that the effectiveness of using warm intravenous 

fluids by itself was self-limiting. It was only beneficial in surgeries where the patient receives a 

large volume of fluids.  
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American Society of Peri-Anesthesia Nurses (ASPAN,) and NICE (2016) have 

developed perioperative hypothermia prevention guidelines which include a bundle approach to 

prevent hypothermia. The bundle approach includes using FAW devices, warm intravenous 

fluids, warm blankets, warm irrigation fluids and humidifier filters for breathing circuits. Kang & 

Park (2020) performed a randomized controlled trial using ASPAN hypothermia guidelines. 

Fifty-one patients undergoing general anesthesia for their upper extremity surgeries were 

randomized to receive a warming bundle approach (26) or passive warming approach (25). They 

found that the group that received the warming bundle approach maintained a normal 

temperature throughout the procedure.   

From the above review, it was evident that there exist high quality evidence (level I-A) 

studies that support using FAW devices and warm intravenous fluids to prevent perioperative 

hypothermia. Further, ASPAN and NICE practice guidelines on bundle approach in maintaining 

perioperative normothermia and a good quality evidence (Level 2-B) on using the warming 

bundle intervention to prevent inadvertent hypothermia (Table 1 and 2) supports the project.  

Theoretical Framework 

Lewin’s change management theory was selected for this project as it involves the 

implementation of the bundle approach to prevent intraoperative and postoperative hypothermia. 

Lewin’s theory of change has three stages referred to as Unfreeze, Change, and Freeze (Lewin, 

1947). The first stage, unfreezing, refers to getting ready to change, which involves identification 

of the problem and then identifying individuals who will favor as well as hinder the change 

(Lewin, 1947). During this phase low compliance on monitoring and management of 

perioperative temperature was identified as a problem. Literature review on harmful effects of 

hypothermia and methods of preventing it was provided along with the current process map on 
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perioperative temperature management. Effective communication with all the individuals on key 

decision-making helped gain trust from all the key stakeholders. This, in turn, helps to get buy-

ins from all the individuals to move forward with the project.  

The second stage, Change, represents the actual change including the planning and 

implementation of the project (Lewin, 1947). Implementation of the project will require 

education on the bundle approach, process map and data collection sheets to all individuals that 

are involved in the perioperative area (anesthesia provider, nurses etc.). Further, with any 

change, there will be a lag or hesitation in accepting the change and moving away from the 

comfort zone. Therefore, during this change, re-education, effective communication, feedback, 

and support from key stakeholders was provided to help move the project forward.  

The final stage, freezing, refers to establishing stability once the change has been made 

(Lewin, 1947). This stage signifies success or failure of the implementation phase. Without 

continued support from the key stakeholders, people tend to go back to their old habits, causing 

the change process to fail (Hussain et al., 2018). Therefore, to make the project sustainable, 

change champions and site representative continued the education regrading importance of 

preventing hypothermia, re-enforcement of the warming bundle intervention, and sharing of the 

institutional quality indicator regarding the monitoring and management of the perioperative 

temperature.  
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Methods 

The project was conducted in a perioperative setting of a community-based hospital. The 

target population were the Anesthesia providers and perioperative nurses. The anesthesia 

providers included were Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists (CRNA) and Medical Doctor 

Anesthesiologist (MDA). The patients, above 18 years old undergoing elective surgery under 

general and/ or regional anesthesia are included in the project. The patients with an existing 

condition that impair thermoregulation (e.g. Diabetes mellitus with Polyneuropathy), undergoing 

any bypass surgery, emergency surgery, surgery length less than one hour and surgery not 

requiring general and/or regional anesthesia were excluded from the study. 

Anesthesia providers were the primary team that implemented the evidence-based 

warming bundle intervention to the eligible patients. All eligible patients received a warming 

bundle intervention that included at least a forced-air warming device, warm blankets, and 

humidifier filter if the patient was intubated. The temperature was checked after induction of 

anesthesia and if the patient’s body temperature was < 96.8 °F or for prolong surgeries, an 

anesthesia provider initiated a warm intravenous fluid and requested the circulating nurse to 

provide warm irrigation fluid. At the end of the surgery, the patient was transferred to peri-

anesthesia care unit (PACU) and the body temperature was checked at the arrival to the unit 

(Process map-Appendix A). Compliance with the adherence to the warming bundle intervention 

was monitored via the self-reported response in the data collection sheet (Appendix B) 

completed by the anesthesia providers. 

Anesthesia providers and perioperative nurses were educated by anesthesia student on the 

complication of perioperative hypothermia and the warming bundle intervention. At first, 

anesthesia student shared the information through PowerPoint presentation during unit-based 
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meeting attended by five MDAs and 8 CRNAs. Further, information related to the project 

(PowerPoint, process map, and data collection sheet) were also sent via email to all the 

anesthesia provider by Clinical site representative (CSR). In addition, the process map was 

placed in the anesthesia lounge and reeducation and reminders regarding the project were 

provided as needed during the project time by anesthesia student and change champions. 

Perioperative nurses were educated individually and in groups. Educational material used were 

pamphlet (Appendix C) and process map. Pre and post education knowledge regarding the 

hypothermia education was assessed using a pre-approved project questionnaire (Appendix D). 

For easy accessibility, data collection sheets were placed in each patient’s chart, which helped 

remind anesthesia providers to apply warming bundle interventions to the eligible patients.  

To facilitate Lewin’s phase of change, the following strategies were utilized; anesthesia 

student and change champion re-educated the providers regarding the hypothermia effect, bundle 

intervention, and data sheets; place reminders and project progress run chart at the anesthesia 

lounge. Any lapse in the implementation of the bundle intervention during any week identified 

by compliance on run chart was investigated to understand the reason behind it such as unaware 

of the project, lack of time, confusion on eligible patient, provider personal biases, or 

lack/nonfunctional instruments. Appropriate interventions such as re-education regarding the 

interventions, reeducation regarding complication of hypothermia and/or maintenance of the 

instruments were performed.  

The process and outcome measures were collected using a data collection sheet. The 

patient’s intraoperative and postoperative patient’s body temperatures were monitored for all 

eligible patients.  Initially, an anesthesia provider recorded eligible patient’s basic demographics, 

type of surgery and type of anesthesia into the data collection sheet intraoperatively. During the 
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surgery, patient’s body temperature was measured along with type of measuring device and type 

of warming intervention used. After completion of the surgery, length of surgery was noted and 

the patient was transported out of OR and admitted to PACU. In the PACU, an anesthesia 

provider recorded the patient arrival temperature and check the warming device if used to 

prevent hypothermia. At the end of the day, all the data collection sheet was placed in the 

collection basket by anesthesia providers and stored in the locked cabinet either by anesthesia 

student or by change champions. 

The process and outcome measures were analyzed using Microsoft Office Excel. The 

outcome measures were presented as the mean and standard error for preoperative, 

intraoperative, and postoperative temperature measurements and for the length of surgery. The 

outcome measures for the type of surgery and mode of anesthesia were presented as frequencies 

and percentages. The compliance rate of providers using the warming bundle intervention were 

presented as Run chart. It was calculated as the number of cases that used the warming bundle 

intervention over a total number of data collection sheet collected.  

Results 

A total of 15 anesthesia providers and 19 nurses were involved in the education regarding 

the complication of perioperative hypothermia and the warming bundle intervention. Nurses 

showed a significant increase in post hypothermia education knowledge score from 52% pre-

education to 100% post-education (Fig 1) whereas anesthesia providers score improved from 

81% to 100% after education. Two hundred and forty-five (245) data sheets were collected out of 

367 eligible cases during the project time period. Table 3 shows the general characteristics of the 

patient population and the types of surgeries included in the project. During the project timeline, 

compliance with the warming bundle intervention by the anesthesia providers was 77 % 
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(188/245) (Fig 2). In 9% of the patient population, only forced-air warming devices were used 

and in 14% no warming interventions were used (Fig 3).  

The body temperature of all the patients remain > 97°F throughout the perioperative 

period during the period of the project (Fig 4). When perioperative body temperature was 

compared according to the type of warming intervention utilized, patients that received active 

warming were able to maintain their body temperature > 97°F throughout the period compared to 

the passive warming method (Fig 5). In addition, patient that received warming bundle 

intervention maintained their body temperature much higher (97.5 °F) in the recovery area as 

compared to the ones that received passive warming. Similarly, when compared to the type of 

anesthesia, no difference in body temperature was observed throughout the perioperative period 

(Fig 6). But in contrast, when a comparison was made between the lengths of surgery, it was 

observed that there is a decrease in perioperative body temperature when the length of surgery 

was more than 2 hours (Fig 7).  

Discussion 

Compliance with the monitoring intraoperative patient temperature and warming the 

patient was improved after the implementation of the warming bundle intervention. 

Implementation phase was successful in changing the attitude of the anesthesia providers in 

accepting the new way (warming bundle intervention) for preventing perioperative hypothermia 

(Lewin, 1947). Awareness of hypothermia complications and warming intervention was 

improved in both the anesthesia providers as well as the perioperative nurses. Knowledge sharing 

between anesthesia providers (leaders) and perioperative nurses (employee) along with their 

involvement and willingness to change will help sustain the project (Hussain et al., 2018).  
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None of the patients who received warming bundle intervention had any hypothermic 

events during the perioperative period. Patients maintained their body temperature >97°F 

throughout the perioperative period. Further, patients that received warming intervention, 

maintained body temperature much higher (97.5 °F) in the recovery room when compare to 

patients that only received passive warming. The outcome is consistent with Kang & Park, 2020, 

who also observed no hypothermic event in the experimental group that received the warming 

bundle approach. Scholten et al., in 2018 also observed that by improving the awareness of 

hypothermia among the medical and nursing staff in the operative room helped reduce the 

inadvertent hypothermic events. 

Type of anesthesia (GA and/or RA) did not have any effect on the perioperative body 

temperature in out project. Similar results were found by Scholten et al. (2018) for patients 

undergoing orthopedic surgeries. In contrast, length of surgery had adverse effect on 

perioperative body temperature which is consistent with Sun et al., (2015), where patient that 

underwent longer period of surgery showed slower improvement with body temperature despite 

use of active warming. Torossian et al. (2015) also observed that without active warming 

intervention, patients took prolong period of time to achieve normal body temperature as the 

body tends to lose more heat to the cold surrounding environment via radiation and convection. 

Even though the project had supportive stakeholders, there were some initial resistance in 

using the warming bundle intervention. As Bordia et al. (2004) had noted, resistance to change 

caused negative outcomes while the openness to change provide positive outcome. Change 

champion, CSR and anesthesia student focused on anesthesia providers that were open to the 

change initially. With better planning of the project, evidence reviews, education and reeducation 

on impact on hypothermia, feedbacks form the anesthesia providers, weekly meetings, visual 
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display of project run chart and strong support from leadership, CSR and change champions 

(Lewin, 1947), this quality improvement project was able to improve and will continue to 

improve the compliance on the monitoring and management of temperature measurement. 

The project had some limitations. This project was designed for the community based 

hospital that perform same day surgery for healthy patient and had > 90% of the patient 

population were dominated by single race. Further, the site already had all the resources for the 

project thus it might not be available in all other facilities. Therefore the result of this project 

might be difficult to generalize to other hospitals. Another limitation was that there was 

variability in the method of measuring body temperature due to provider preferences. 

 

Conclusions 

The project was implemented to increase compliance of anesthesia providers in using 

warming bundle interventions and to improve perioperative temperature monitoring. After the 

implementation of the project compliance in using warming intervention had increased among 

anesthesia providers and continues to increase. The project was successful in preventing 

intraoperative and postoperative hypothermia in a patient undergoing elective surgery under 

general and/or regional anesthesia at the community-based hospital. The project confirms that 

active warming prevents perioperative hypothermia. Further, a future project can be initiated to 

observe the effect of active warming in preoperative areas and its preventive effect on the 

intraoperative hypothermia or observing the advantages of active warming in the critically ill 

inpatient population. By using easily available active warming devices, significant post-operative 

morbidity and mortality can be prevented and each institution should initiate its own protocol to 

prevent this preventable inadvertent perioperative hypothermia. 
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Table 1: Evidence Review Table  
Citation: Nieh, H.-C. & Su, S.-F. (2016). Meta-analysis: effectiveness of forced-air warming for prevention of perioperative 

hypothermia in surgical patients. Journal of Advanced Nursing. 72, 2294-2314. doi: 10.1111/jan.13010 

  

Level I 

Purpose/ 

Hypothesis 

Design Sample Interventio

n 

Outcomes Results 

The purpose of the 

study was to analyze   

the effectiveness of 

forced-air warming 

(FAW) compared with 

other methods of 

preventing 

perioperative 

hypothermia for 

surgical patients. 

 

Systematic 

review 

incorporatin

g meta-

analysis. 

Search Strategy: Both English and 

Chinese database were used to search 

for articles with keywords 

“perioperative hypothermia” or 

“active warming system” or “warming 

devices”.  

Initially articles were screened for 

randomized experimental studies with 

inclusion criteria: all participants older 

than 18 years of age and had 

perioperative hypothermia, use of 

warming intervention (FAW, cotton 

blankets (CB), circulating water 

mattresses (CWM), Circulating water 

garments (CWG), radiant warming 

systems (RWS), and resistive heating 

blankets (RHB)) and measurement of 

core temperature. 

A total of 751 papers were 

retrieved and screened based on 

inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

Two reviewers independently 

assessed the quality of trials with 

Kappa value of 0.91 that indicate a 

high consistency in opinions between 

the two reviewers. 

Twenty nine randomized 

controlled trials involving 1875 

patients were used for final meta-

analysis. 

Control: Controls 

were variable 

between the studies 

which include; CB, 

CWM, CWG, RHB 

and RWS. 

Intervention: 

Intervention in the 

studies were 

predominantly 

FAW. 

 

Dependent 

Variable:  

Reviewers selected 

articles that had peri-

operative 

hypothermia. 

Measure: the mean 

intraoperative and 

post-operative 

temperatures, type of 

surgery, type of 

anesthesia, duration 

of PACU stay. 

Level of measurement: 

Comprehensive Meta-

Analysis V2 software was 

used for systematic data 

meta-analysis. 

The heterogeneity 

and homogeneity of trials 

were tested using the 

Cochrane Q statistic, tau 

square test, or I square test. 

Funnel plots and regression 

test were done to detect 

publication biases. 

A p value of < 

0.05 was considered 

statistically significant. 

Conclusion: 

Forced air warming was 

superior to passive 

interventions and 

circulating water mattresses 

in preventing perioperative 

hypothermia whereas there 

is not statistically 

significant difference 

between FAW and CWG, 

RHB and RWS. 
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        Citation: Shaw, C. A., Steelman, V. M., DeBerg, J., & Schweizer, M. L. (2017). Effectiveness of active and passive warming for 

the prevention of inadvertent hypothermia in patients receiving neuraxial anesthesia: A systematic review and meta-analysis of 

randomized controlled trials. Journal of Clinical Anesthesia, 38, 93–104. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinane.2017.01.005 

 

 

Level I 

Purpose/ 

Hypothesis 

Design Sample Interventio

n 

Outcomes Results 

The purpose of this 

review is to answer the 

question: Does the type 

of warming 

intervention influence 

the frequency or 

severity of inadvertent 

perioperative 

hypothermia (IPH) in 

surgical patients 

receiving neuraxial 

anesthesia 

Systematic 

review and 

meta-

analysis. 

Search Strategy: Preferred Reporting 

Items for Systematic Reviews and 

Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) was used to 

conduct the review. Articles were 

searched using these key words; 

warming techniques, heating methods, 

forced air, circulating water garment, 

epidular OR spinal OR regional, bair 

hugger Or bair paw, heat OR heated, 

normothermia etc. 

Inclusion Criteria: Adults receiving 

neuraxial anesthesia for surgical 

procedure, intervention of active 

warming (AW) or passive warming 

(PW) administered intraoperatively or 

pre and intraoperatively, temperature 

measurement at the end of surgery and 

randomized controlled trails. 

Exclusion Criteria: non-English 

articles, studies of combined neuraxial 

and general anesthesia, conference 

abstracts without full-text articles and 

IV warming or irrigation fluids as the 

primary warming intervention without 

AW. 

Included:  Eleven studies with 1189 

patients were included in this 

quantitative meta-analysis. 

Two independent investigator 

evaluated the results manually and any 

discrepancies between the reviewers 

were resolved through discussion.  

Control: Control 

varied between the 

studies that 

included: cotton 

blankets, warm 

cotton blanket, 

Forced air warming 

blanket off, 

reflective blanket, 

and warm IV fluids 

Intervention: 

Intraoperative or pre 

and intraoperative 

use of active 

warming (Forced air 

warming device, 

conductive 

underbody 

warming, radiant 

heat warming, 

circulating water 

mattress) 

Outcome reporting 

were varied between 

the studies. Outcomes 

were measured into 

following three 

categories; 

Mean temperature at 

end of surgery or 

upon admission to 

PACU 

Mean temperature 

change 

intraoperatively, at 

the end of surgery, 

upon PACU 

admission 

Percent/ratio of 

hypothermia 

intraoperatively, at 

the end of surgery, 

upon PACU 

admission. 

Hypothermia is 

defined as 

temperatures < 36 

degrees.  

 

Level of measurement: 

Statistical analysis was 

done by using the Review 

manager version 5.3 

software (RevMan 5.3; The 

Cochrane Collaboration, 

Copenhagen, Denmark). 

Heterogeneity of the studies 

was evaluated by I square 

calculation. P value of < 

0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. 

Conclusion: Active 

warming is more effective 

than passive warming at 

reducing the incidence of 

inadvertent perioperative 

hypothermia in patients 

receiving neuraxial 

anesthesia. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinane.2017.01.005
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Level I 

Purpose/ 

Hypothesis 

Design Sample Interventio

n 

Outcomes Results 

The purpose of the 

review is to estimate 

the effectiveness of 

preoperative or 

intraoperative warming 

of intravenous and 

irrigation fluids in 

preventing 

perioperative 

hypothermia and its 

complications during 

surgery in adults. 

Systematic 

review with 

meta-

analysis 

 

Search Strategy:  Authors conducted 

single search using following topic; 

thermal insulation, warmed fluids and 

treatment of inadvertent perioperative 

hypothermia.  

Inclusion criteria: randomized 

controlled trails or quasi-randomized 

controlled trails, adults > 18 years of 

age undergoing surgery with general 

anesthesia or neuraxial anesthesia, 

intervention including warming 

intravenous fluids or warmed 

irrigation fluids. 

Studies that use multiple intervention 

for preventing hypothermia were 

excluded. 

A total of twenty-one studies with 

1150 participants were included in this 

review. 

Two independent authors extracted 

data from eligible trails and settled 

disputes with third author. 

Control: Using of 

room temperature 

intravenous fluids 

and irrigation fluids. 

Intervention:  
Warmed 

intravenous fluids 

and warmed 

irrigation fluids. 

Primary outcome 

measures include; 

risk for hypothermia, 

mean core 

temperature 

difference at 30, 60, 

90 and 120 minutes 

after induction of 

anesthesia and at the 

end of 

surgery/admission to 

the PACU. 

Secondary outcomes 

include; bleeding 

complications, length 

of stay in PACU, 

infection and 

complication of the 

surgical wound and 

Shivering 

Level of measurement: 

DerSimonian and Laird 

random effects model meta-

analysis of risk ratios in 

RevMan 5.3 was used. 

Statistical heterogeneity 

was analyzed by using the I 

square statistic. 

P value of < 0.05 is 

considered a statistically 

significant value. 

Conclusion: The review 

concluded that using 

warmed intravenous fluids 

patients remain 

significantly warmer than 

when used room 

temperature fluids. Further, 

warmed fluids when given 

around body temperature 

have fewer side effects. 
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Level II 

Purpose/ 

Hypothesis 

Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

The purpose of this 

study is to implement 

the ASPAN 

hypothermia guideline 

and verify its 

effectiveness in 

preventing 

perioperative 

hypothermia among 

patients having upper 

extremity surgery under 

general anesthesia 

(GA). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Randomize

d controlled 

trail 

Sampling Technique: Patients 

undergoing upper extremity surgery 

under GA from one OR of a large 

Republic of Korea hospital were 

recruited for this surgery.  

 

Inclusion Criteria:  Age between 19 

and 65 years, ASA class I and II, no 

history of psychiatric disorder, 

scheduled to receive upper extremity 

surgery under GA. 

Exclusion Criteria: known history of 

endocrine disease, including diabetes 

or psychiatric disorder, allergies, 

comorbidities, and postoperative 

shivering, and refusal to participate in 

the study.  

 

Patients were randomly assigned to 

the control or experimental group 

using sealed envelope. A total of 51 

patients were participated in this study 

with 26 in experimental group and 25 

in control group. 

 

Power analysis: the sample size was 

calculated using G*power 3.0.10. A 

total of 48 participants were necessary 

with significance level of 5%, power 

of .80.  

                                                                                      

Group Homogeneity: OR temperature 

and ventilation was kept constant 

Control- patients 

were covered with 

hospital blanket 

throughout the 

operation period. 

  

Intervention- For 

experimental group, 

patients were 

outfitted with a head 

turban and sleeping 

shocks along with 

warm hospital 

blanket in pre-

operative area. If 

temperature is < 36 

degree, the patients 

were additionally 

covered with bair 

hugger with 

temperature set at 

43 degrees.  

Intra-operatively, 

patients received 

bair hugger and 

placed on fluid 

warmer. 

Temperature was 

checked every 15 

mins. If the 

temperature was 

reached ideal 

temperature, bair 

Body temperature 

were measured in 

ears every 15 mins 

and average of both 

ears were used for 

analysis.  

Normal temperature 

ranged from 36-38 

degree Celsius. 

Less than 36 degree 

is consider 

hypothermia. 

Shivering was 

measured in five 

point scale developed 

by Crossley and 

Mahajan.  

Thermal discomfort 

was measured by 

using five point 

temperature 

discomfort scale. 

Shivering and 

thermal discomfort 

were measured 15 

minutes after 

admission to PACU 

thereafter every 30 

minutes. 

Statistical analysis 

was done by suing SPSS 

Statistics 21.0. Chi square 

and t test were done to test 

homogeneity between two 

groups. 

A repeated-

measures analysis of 

covariance was performed 

and when Mauchly’s 

sphericity assumption was 

violated, Wilks’ lambdas 

were applied. Bonferroni 

correction were used for 

post hoc analysis. 

Reliability was 

meadured by Cohen’s 

kappa and Cronbach’s 

alpha was used to check the 

internal consistency. 

p-value < 0.05 is 

considered statistically 

significant. 

Result: The 

experimental group that 

followed ASPAN protocol 

maintained their normal 

temperature throughout the 

procedure as compare to 

control group.  
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throughout the study. No statistically 

significant difference noted between 

two groups. 

 

 

hugger was 

removed from 

patient.  

Post-operatively, 

patients received 

same treatment as 

pre-operative. 
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Table 2: Synthesis Table  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evidence Based Practice Question (PICO): Can forced-air warming blanket along with warm intravenous fluid and cotton blankets help prevent perioperative and 

postoperative hypothermia? 

 

Level 

of Evidence 

# 

of 

Studies 

Summary of Findings Overall Quality 

I 

 

3 

 

Nieh et al. (2016) and Shaw et al. (2017) found that 

Active warming like forced air warming device is more 

effective in preventing inadvertent peri-operative hypothermia 

compare to passive warming like cotton blankets.  It has been 

found to be effective in preventing hypothermia in patient 

receiving general anesthesia as well as neuraxial anesthesia.  

 

Campbell et al (2015) found that using warmed 

intravenous fluid (42 degree Celsius) while giving large 

volume, patient remain significantly warmer than when 

patient were given room temperature fluids. 

A, both studies are systematic review that that included more than 

1900 patient. Control groups were variable in between the studies but mostly 

use passive warming methods like cotton blankets and interventions groups 

were predominantly forced air warming device. Two independent reviewers 

assessed the quality of the studies and there was high consistency in opinions 

between them and any contradiction was settled with their reviewer. 

 

 B, this is a systematic review that included 1150 participants. 

Control group received room temperature intravenous fluid and experimental 

group received warmed fluids. Not all patients undergoing general anesthesia 

received large volumes of intravenous fluids and its effect might not be that 

predominant in patient receiving small amount of warm fluids.  

II 1 

Kang et al. (2020) found that patients that received 

hypothermia guidelines according to American society of 

peri-anethesia nurse (ASPAN) maintained their normal 

temperature throughout the surgical procedure as compare to 

patient that did not received the hypothermia guidelines. 

B, the study is a randomized controlled trial where the sample size is 

adequate calculated by power analysis. Group homogeneity was maintained. 

Since the study is done only in patient undergoing upper extremity surgery 

under general anesthesia, its quality might only be moderate. More studies on 

different surgical procedure and different type of anesthesia will strengthen 

the protocol. 
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Table 3- General Characteristics (n= 245) 

Categories N (%) or M ± SE or Range 

Age 

Gender 

Male 

Female 

  

BMI 

OR Temperature 

Types of Surgery 

General 

Orthopedics 

Neuro-musculoskeletal 

Head and neck 

Vascular 

Gynecological 

  

  

17-96 years 

  

115 (47) 

130 (53) 

  

30.1 (± 0.032) 

68.2 (± 0.005) 

  

74 (30) 

96 (39) 

23 (9) 

11 (4.5) 

21 (8.5) 

20 (8) 

SE, standard error; BMI, Body Mass Index; OR, operating room 
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Figure 2. Run chart of Anesthesia provider compliance 
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Figure 1: Pre and post education scores. 
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Figure 3. Warming intervention used intraoperatively 
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Figure 4: Perioperative body temperature (Mean ± S.E).  
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Figure 5: Perioperative body temperature Vs warming intervention utilized. 

Figure 6: Perioperative body temperature Vs type of anesthesia. 
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Appendix A 

Process Map 
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Appendix B 

Data collection sheet 
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Appendix C 

Education Pamphlet 



 

Appendix D 

 

Questionnaire- pre and post education      Date 

 

MD         CRNA             AA            RN            

1. Define perioperative hypothermia? 

a. Temperature < 37 °C 

b. Temperature < 36°C 

c. Temperature < 36.5°C 

d. Temperature < 35°C 

 

2. Which of the following mechanisms of heat transfer the most in OR? 

a. Radiation 

b. Evaporation 

c. Conduction 

d. Convection 

 

3. The most significant contributor to unintended hypothermia in a surgical patient is? 

a. OR temperature 

b. Induction of Anesthesia 

c. Cold OR table 

d. Inadequate covering 

 

4. How much temperature is decrease within first hour of induction of Anesthesia? 

a. 2°C 

b. 0.5 °C 

c. 0.5 -1.5 °C 

d. 2-3 °C 

 

5. Which of the following temperature monitoring site offers the best core temperature 

monitoring? 

a. Rectal 

b. Skin 

c. Oral 

d. Esophageal 

 

6. What is the best method of minimizing intraoperative heat loss? 

a. Forced air warmer 

b. Fluid warmer 

c. Warm blankets 

d. Four blankets 

 



 

7. Prevalence of hypothermia on admission to recovery room? 

a. 20 % 

b. > 50% 

c. 30 % 

d. 100 % 

 

8. Negative effects of perioperative hypothermia include? 

a. Increase wound infection 

b. Prolong bleeding 

c. Prolong drug effect 

d. Increase length of stay 

e. All of the above 

 

9. Who is responsible for preventing perioperative hypothermia? 

a. Anesthesia provider 

b. Nurses 

c. Surgeons 

d. Everybody 

 

 

 

 


